1. Culture and ethnicity

2. Ethnic markers

3. Identity and contingency (flexible and situational)

4. Status: ascribed and achieved

5. Hispanics

6. Minority groups: the U.S. compared to South Africa

7. Race and racism

8. Race as a cultural category (social construction --- culturally perceived)
9. hypodescent: race in the United States

10. U.S. Constitution and 3/5ths clause

11. U.S. Census

12. identity, resources and power

13. racism in Japan --- anyone who is not us

14. Japanese burakumin (“unclean” jobs)

15. Russia and race

16. India and race (color)
17. Brazil and race (phenotype and fluidity)

18. stratification and “intelligence”

19. social Darwinism

20. IQ tests

21. The Bell Curve (Murray and Herrenstein)

22. Nationalism as ideology

23. imagined communities

24. colonialism and ideologies of resistance, e.g., *negritude* (African identity)
25. assimilation (e.g., Cherokee)

26. ethnic harmony in plural societies (Yugoslavia)

27. multiculturalism (respect for differences)

28. ethnic revival in the face of “globalization”

29. ethnic conflict

30. stereotyping

31. discrimination (de facto and de jure)

32. Jim Crow and apartheid
33. ethnocentrism

34. ethnocide/genocide

35. ethnic expulsion

36. how many worlds?

37. ethnic nationalism in second world

38. internal colonialism